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A

The Effects Of Instruction on Children's

Understanding of the "Equals" Sign.

ARTHUR J. BAROODY and HERBERT P. GINSBURG

University of Rochester

.Children appear to interpret the "equals" sign as an operator ("adds
____

.

upitb") not a relational ("the same.as") symbol--e.g., viewing eqiiations

ike 13 = 7 + 6 or 8 = 8 as senseless. This study, a natural experiment,

examined the effects of long-term instruction emphasizing a relational'

definition of "equals." In a partially standardized clinical interview,

first- through third-graders evaluattd a variety of familiar and unfamiliar %

equation forms. The curriculum seemed 14fective in inducing a relational

view of "equals.'! An operator interpretation was also clearly evident,

but' attributed to the cognitive factor of ass!milation--not to relatively

immutable (age-related) cognitive limitations.
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The Effecti of.1nstruction

on Children's Understanding of the "Equals" Sign

A basic conceptin formal arithmetic is the equivalence relationship

denoted by the "=" symbol., Various researchers have noted that children

do not tend to view the "equals" sign as "the Same as,"i.e., as a "relational"

symbol (e.g., Behr, Erlwanger, ,S,Aichols 1976, 1980; Van de Waite 1980).'

Instead, primary school children, appear to interpret it in' terms Alf action

performed- -e.g., "adds up lo" or "produces" (Ginsburg 1977)% in other words,

children appear to view "equals" as an "operator" symbol (a "write something
f

symbol"). As a 'first-grader put its "It means it would -,add up to and what-.

.ever the answer was you'd put down.'! Children, it appears, eepect written

(horizontal) equations to take a particular form: An arithmetic problem

consisting of two (or perhaps more) terms on the left, th result on the

. right, and in between, a connecting ( "equals!') symbol (e.g., \3 + 2 = 5).%

Children tend to reject equations such as II = 7 + 6,16* 4 = 7, and

,\
8 8 that.do not adhere to the typical form and easily lend the selves to

an operator interpretation of "equals "1 (e.g., Behr et al.; Ginsburg;

Nichols 1976). Weaver (1971, 1973) found, moreover, that children had '

greater difficulty solving for a missing element in an equation when the

arithmetic operation .(problem) was on the right (e.g., = 5.+ 8, 13 = 5

+0, 13 = + 8) than when it was on the left (e.g., 5 + 8,= ,'S + Cp=
J

13, 0 + 8 = 13.,
r

Research typically finds that viewing "equals" as*an operator sign

persists through elementary school (e.g., Behr et al. 1976,;1980). Moreover,

a restricted understanding of equals may continuerinto.high school and

4
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college and may affect math learning at these levels (e.g., Byers S Herscovics

1,977; Frazer 1976). For instance, if."equals" is not viewed as a relational

sign--as a bridge between numerically equivalent expressions -- algebra solution-,

strategies (such -as adding identical elements to each side of an equation

to simplify the expression on one side) may not be meaningful and may simply

be learned by rote (Byers S Herscovics).

' A
Why then do children seem to view "equals" as an operator rather than

a relational symbol? One view is that it is an artifact of their eatfly arith-*

metic training (Renwick 1932). Children are usuaily.,.introduced to "equals"

in- the - context of adding and in the format: .1 1 = . Workbook and.

ditto exercises reinforce this format, and the child becomes accustomed to

"equals" implying "adds up to" (cf. Van de Walle 1980). Indeed Denmark,

Barco, and Votan (1976) surveyed 10 elementary texts and found thdi "equals"

as a relational symbol was generally not developed. in brief, the "equals"
*

Sign may be assimilated into notions propagated by instruction. Children

may reject or have problems with atypical forms because they are generally

unfamiliar with them (cf. Weaver 1973).

-A second' view is that childrns.stimitedi,conception of the "equals" sign

is due to their cognitive limitations. :These cognitive limitations are deep-

seated'An that they are tied to age- -i.e., stage or maturational level. For

'%---.'
.

example, a relational view of "equals" might depend upon consolidation of

[concrete operational thinking or the adv nt of more abstract formal opera-
r

tional thought. Kieran (19800 notes that 13 years is a periodof transition

between the children's requiring an answer after the "equals" sign and their

" accepting it as a symbol of equivalence. Subjects between 12 and 14 years

initially tock an operatoftview of "equals," but after training, generally
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took a relational view (e.g., justifying equivalence statements by an "equal .

values argument"--that both sides have the same value) (Herscovics / Kieran

1980; Kigran 1980a). Similarly, Collis (1974) suggests that it is not until

after 13 that children can deal with equations flexibly: He argues that chil-
'

'dren from 6 to 10
r

years of age are not capable of accepting a lack of closure,

and as a result, equations such as 4 + 5 = 3 +.6 or 4 + 5 u 3 x 3 are incompre-

hensible. Closure of an operation on. two alements depends on actually seeing

' the results replace the original elements. Thus 4 + 5 = is meaningful

only when a child sees 9 written on the right hand side of the equation.

Approximately 10 to 13 years is a transitional period in which meaning still

requires a unique result (such as 9 for 4 + 5) but not its physical expression.

The two views have very different educational implicatrans. According to

the first (instruction-related) view, we need only change the nature of

mathematics instruction to promote a relational view of "equals." AccOrding

to.the second view, the conceptual inadequacy of equals is tied to deep-seated

cognitive limitations, and hence, changing the nature of young children's

instruction should not have much impact.

What empirical evidence is there for each view? Anderson (1976) under-

took a training study in which second graders in the experimental group wera

0 taught to treat "equals" as a. relational symbol. Indeed, children who received
.11(

this training were more likely than control children to accept atypical

equation forms. Denma)rk et al. (1976) undertook a training study which

examined children's interpretations of "equals" as wer as acceptance,of

atypical forms. Their subjects included first-graders who had not yet been

introduced to 'the "+" and "-" signs in school. Over two, months time, the

r

children were exposed--via activities with a bajance--to different equation .

ti
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forms such as 6 = 4 + 2. As a-reiult,'(...hildren were less inclined to consider

equations of different orms as incorrect, but the "equals" sIgii was still

, primarily interpreted a an operator. Denmark et al. concluded that Intel-

ual development At well,as instruction was a coniributihg factor to

viewing "ecials12 as an operator symbol:

Are there indeed deep-seOted--relatively immutablecognitive factors

such as developmental stage
-

limitations or.an inability to accept a lack of

closure, which ihterfere with or inhibit an understanding of "equals" as a-

relational symbol? Or, is the primary issue one of instruction, in which

case, intervention might be successful in promoting an understand of "equals"

as a relation? Perhaps current instruction--as well as training efforts like

those of Denmark et al. (1976)--have been insUfficient in prohot ng a relational

view.

.,,,,,.

We had the good fortune of finding a natural experiment which.
. .

= addressed th-sissue! Inithe course of visiting classrooms of a Rochester

suburban school. as part of another study, we discoVered that the math

curriculum defined equals as the same as" and gave primary students

experience in seeing a variety of equation sequence forms. This provid-

ed an opportunity to check the effects of a'long term and systematic

effort to teach a relational meaning of ec4.11s.'to young children before

they reached the proposed transitional age 13. As a result of instruc-

tion, will six-to nine- year -olds accept as valid atypical forms which

they had and had not been introduced to (e.g:, 13 = 7 4. 6 and 7 +6 =

XIII, respectively). Will-they justify such forms in terms, of each side

having thesame value, which has beentaken to indicate a relational

rather than operator view of "equals" (ce. Kieran 1980b)? To better

7
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the children's"conception of "equals," we attempted to distin -

guish between an equat'ion's form and its meaning. That is, we measured

separately children's perception of the acceptability Of or familiarity

With an equation's form and their judgement of its validity. Thus, we

could deal with a Situation in which bihild might say that 8 + 1 =

3 x 3 looks strange (its form is unusual or foreign) but is nevertheless

correct. * .'

.
(

One might expect that children receiving instruction emphasizing' a

relational view -of "equals" will accept both.the form and the validity of
4

typical (e.g., 7 + 6 =.13) and atypical (e.g., 7 + 6 = 4 4 9) equations they

had been exposed to; will accept the validity, but perhaps notsthe-form of

atypical equations they hid not been exposed to; and will reject incorrect

statements.

Method

The Wynroth Math 'Cu'rriculum 4 s

The.math curriculum we investigated, developed by Wynroth (1975), .

is indlvidualizedand consists of sequence of tames. jearning and using

the rules of a game teaches the child one or two concepts. The first
.4

concepts taught are counting same number, more than, less/than, order

(the number just before or a ter another in thecount sequence)and .

a

(recognition of) the written numerals 0-9. No written work accompanies

this first phase of the curriculum. After this the program branches off)

into three subsequences which are taught simultaneously: operations

(addition, multiplisation, subtraction and division in,that order), miss-

ing number (in conjunction with addition and multiplication), and base ten.

These concepts are also taught. through game activities. Only after each

game (concept) in these subsequences is mastered are children introduced

to corresponding written representations of the concepts Omorasheets).
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1

TheWynroth teacher guide points out that the teacher must take care

how concepts are defined. ndeed, the guide insists-- rather dogmatidally--

that teachers should use and permit only curriculum specified definitions

of terms. According to the- curriculdm,guide, "equals" is. defined as the
.4

"same'number" In order to avoid,the initial learning of "equals" as "the
;,;

1

answer is. ",

. .

Moretwer, the term "equals" is not introduced in the cont2xt of addition,

but in a manner which emphasizes a relational meaning. .Dice games are used

.6

to teach the concept of addition. The child rolls the dice'and the curricutam

Manual instructs the teacher to

If necessary, the teacher might

say, for example, "Now much is 3 plus 4."

add, "What number did yOu get when you couptet

them 3'Epoint] plus .4 (point]?" No mention of"equalsq is supposed to be'

'made in this context.

Children f -irst see written equations in the missing amber subsequence

in such gamesds,"Suppcised to Be.--" In "Supposed to Be," eachoplayer picks a

number of squares on which there is printed a brie digii number 0 to,-9. The

first player then draws a card on which there l's an equation with a missing

element (e.g., 3 + 2 -=13 ). If the fiist-player has a number sguare chat.

would correctly fill in the missing element; s/he may keep the equation, and,

draw a replacement:square.' The Second player then woulsi draw a new equation

ca nd play would continue. If the first player did not-have a:number

qt e which would cprrectly.fit into the equation sentence, then s /he would

. pass the equation card to the second player who would then see if any of

his/her 'squares fit the equationsenende, etc. The first player, meanwhile,,

would have, the option 4rtrading in 'one of his/her number squares and picking

a new one. The player who collected the most comp19,ted equation. sentences

wins.' It is important to note/that this game immediately introduces children

,



to avarieti of equation forms, (e.g.. 1 + . 3 + 2, El =1/+1, etc.)-
.

Thrrefore, the child first sees.the "equals" sign in a variety,of contests in

an attempt to discourage an operator view of "equals."

Finally, the first written work (worksheets) involiting equation;are in

the iiorm'of 4 m 4,. 4 4, 4 = El , 5 # 3, etc. .Moreover, written addition

is introZced fn the form 2 1, Where the child writes the answer above the-.

"plus sign." The "equals "-sign is first introduced in the form

1,1'1'7°)X2, 3 + 1 4 + 2, or 3 + I < 4 + 3 where the ch id kOuld be asked

to fill 4111711ising addend or relations siglY(e.g., 3.+= 2,+ 2, or 3 + I

a 4 + 2. Thus, the curriculum makes a concerted effort to encourage a relaa-

tional rather than operator view of "equals."

Participants

Fifteerichitdren from each of a first grade (6-3 to 7-3 years, 6

M = 6-9), second grade (7-3 to 8-3 years, M = 7-9) and thirdgrade
. .

(8-3 to 9-6 yeai-s, M = 8 -9) class from a school serving a middle- to
. ,..

. . opper-class community participated in the stUdy. Repeaters we're not

-31ncluded. An additional first-; second-, and third-grader were not

included in the study 6ecause of incomplete data. All participating

children had parent or guardian permission. .

t. 1r4sti6 took place in A '1 1981. Thus all graders-hadApril, .-"-:.--,
4$. .

.
.. ..,., . . - 6-t....

,

been in the programIPOr seven months. Except for four chi.ldren in 4.
4

;
, ,"

..lis

each grade° who had been exposed to thecurriculum the year before;
I .

iedond-and thAd-graders had alsAo been in the program since September,

1980.

The first author tested eight children at each grade level, j

a research assistant seven. On the basis 'Of age and sex, the children

-)

- were paired and randomly assigned to the experimenters.
6
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Procedure
f f

In the first (familiarization)session, the experimen6rS played
.

.

several math games, which lasted 15 - 20 minutes, with their assigned

children., In the second sedion, the first' equality sentences task
a
(Task was admi nistered after an estimation task designed for another

stud . Abut a week fLter,-the second equality sentences task.(Task 2)

was administered after another estimation. task.

Task 1. The experimenter explained: "Cookie Moniter Ia hand

Muppetj did some maftiAomeWbrk last night. He wrote out some math sen-

tences, and was wondering if wouldn his teacher anf correct them

for him." The child was then, shown the following equality sentence 4
S

(each privited on a separate 3 x 5 card) in random order:

P 'F 7 + 6 = i3

13 = 7 + 6

7 + 6 = 6 + 7

7 + 6 = 4 9 .3

7,4- 6 7 6 + 6 + 1

7 + 6,= 14 - 1

7 +. 6 =PH/WI)

///

+ 6 = Xiii

7 + 6 = 6

1 + 6 = 0.

.for each trial the child was asked'(Qo) "What does that say?" (Q1) "Did
- ' tt 2. r1).

7 4
I

Cooke. Monster write that correctlylike:You would, in Math class?"' If
., ', .. ,

.,

. .

-the chil responded yes to Q1, the experimenter asked 1Q2) "Is Ltve - -
. .

., 4 .

,

,
.-

' .

...

11
't
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correct -- dog it make sense?" If the child responded no to Q1, Q2.. .

took, the form: "Is there any way in which iers correct -- does it

' make any sense?" Finally the child was asked Q3, "Should we put this

in tbe. right or wrong pile?" Irthechild was unsure about what pile

to put lt in, or concluded that it belong in the-"Middle" or "in-

between's -pile, the experimenter commented: '"If fou'had to choose,

' which pile would ydu put it in?" if necessary, the experimenter com-
e

mented: "If it mAtces sense, put It in the right pile; . if not, put it

Jr the wrong pile."- Q1 as well as Q2 were asked in order 164distin-
r

guish betwer thp child's!-judgment on the equation's fc(rm and her

opinion of its validity. Q3 tested the consistency of 4 child's belief
-

1?
. in.the,correctness of the form.' Addition questions were asked if inter-

,

.esting or ambiguo6§ responses were made.' In, brief, the experimenters

41.

conducted a ,j-tially standardized clinicarihterview.
a ..

...

I W.

The interviews' were tap recorded and transcribed_fOr scoring.
c

0 was.scoced: . I, ,
.-

;..

. 2 . response implies ,that the writtenformWas Proper or.
.

. ,. ."1.

.

1 = unsure #e

= not proper or familiar

Q2 was scored:

eh

3,- response implies that .the equation made senseAwas, 'true

.1. 4
or valid) br, the child induces the correct answer (the

child initially said the problem was wrong [senseless],

but. after computing the answer or deciphering the

12
1
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a

O

symbolism [such as the Romanumertals1 indicated the

equality was valid).

1 = inconsistent responsee.g., hedges or changes answers

10

a

, with the excgqtion described above).

0 = form did not-Make sense to the child.r

Q3 was scored:

'241 child indicates the Aght".pile.

1 = ambivalent: "may -be pile" or "(loth

0 = "WrefirWip.

piles ").

Anterrater agreement on 8 subjects per grade level was 85% for Ql*and

Q2 and 96% for 0.3.
...

4, 4
.V

Task 2. The experiAenter explained:
« \

"Cookie Monster didsome more
6

math sentences last night and would- like youto check them agaiA. .Put

a.0 if his math sentence is rigfit maess4Ase.- Put an X if it ise
wrong --does not make ,sense." Theexperimenter presented:the followihg

problems inone of four random lists:

c

6 .

"7 5 4- 2

4 3 . 3 4- 4

61- 4 = 5 -I- 5

6 4- 3 = 4 4 4- 1 '

5 4- 1 7 7 1

2 -44 . 3 x 2

8 = 8

54- 3 141 III

3 4- 2 = V

.13



2 +.2 = 2

4 +.2 = 42

3 + 1 =1+1+ 1

For each equation, a "Clps scored as 2 and an "X" as 0.

Categories of Equations

Category 1 includes equation forms to which a subject was actually

exposed in the course of instruction, including the typical form (e.g.,

7 +'6 = 13) and atypical forms (e.g.:13 = 7 + 6). These varied by

grade and to some extent by individual subject. For example, only a
\

few first-graders had seen equations of the forms 1+ 6 = 6 + 6 + 1;

none had seen forms like 7 + 6 = 14 1.

Category 2 includes unexposed atypical forms which are either

.relatively conventional (e.g., 7 + 6 = 14 - 1 ar 6 + 3 = 4 + 4 + ) or

unconventional, (e.g., 7 + 6 = X111 or 5 3- = 1.1011 Ill).

Categorr3 designates incorrect forms (e.g., 7 + 6 = 0, 4 + 2 = 42).

Results

Judgment of Form

. in terms of their.known progress in.che math curriculum, most chit-

'di-en considered propen or familiar categoyl forms (those they had been

exposed to) but not category 2(unexposed) or category 3 (incorrect)

- forms. The participants were generally accurate, then, in identifying

forms they had been exposed to and accepting them evett- if they were

atypidal. There were a few exceptions. While the curriculum provided

considerable exposure to such equation forms as 13 = 7 + 6, Only 47%

of the first-graders and 20% of the second-graders considered such a form

14
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correct or familiar. Also, just less than half the second-graders (6 of 13)

and third-graders (7 of 15) indicated acceptance or familiarity with the

equation 7 + 6 = 6 6 + 1t--a variation of the form 5 + 4 = 2 + 6 + E3, to

whialithey had received some exposure.

Judgment of Forms' Sense

In general, children in all three primary grades tended to consider

sensible equation forms which they had.been introduced to in their written

practice--including atypical forms such as 8 = 8, 7 = 5 + 2, and 7 + 6 = 4 + 9.

An average of 87% of the first-graders, 58% of the second-graders, and 88%

of the third-graders considered category 1 equations .as sensible.

Insert Table 1 about here

A
Moreover, about half the participants considered sensible unexposed

equation forms- Category 2 equations averaged 56%, 47%, and 60% acceptance

by first-, second-, and third-graders, respectively. For instate, Roman

numerals had not been taught yet in any of the classes: Nevertheless, a

number of participants said 7 + 6 = XIII made sense if XIII meant 13.

-Margaret's (third-grade) response illustrates this inferential process:

don't know what this means. This is a 3 [pointing to III]; this -- oh!

This is 13 [indicating XIII] and 7 + 6' is 13, so that's right!" Another

(filiIIIII0
unexposed form was 7 + 6 = Mandy, a first-grader, had

a c-mmon reaction. She counted the marks and concluded: "This one [7 + 6]

has ri and this one [the marks] has 13. But you'd never see this in math

class." Asked if the equation was written correctly, Mandy indicated no.

Asked if it made sense, she responded, "Well they're both equal, they're both

umh, 13.... It makes sense." She then indicated that the problem should go

in the correct pile. One final example was provided by another first-grader

15
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Sharon in response to 7 + 6 = 6 + 6 + 1, which she had not been exposed to.

Asked if the math sentence was written correc y, she commented, "13 = 6 + 6

'[laughs]. I think it goes in the wrong pile."

I (interviewer): Is it written correctly?

S (Sharon): Yes.

I: Have you seen math sentences like this in math class?

S:. I've seen stuff lbke that [7 + 6], but like that [6 + 6 + 1]?

I: Nothing with three numbers?

S: No.

J. I: What does 6 + 6 + I make?

S: That's 66.

I: I think this is 6, +, 6, 4 1.

S: That's wrong. Thetis righc!

I: lesiright?

S: Ahuh. 6 + 6 is 12, another 1 is 13.

I: So, did Cookie Monster get this right or wrong?

S: Right. [claps]. That's good.

.Repeatedly, then, children distinguished between unfamiliarity with a form

and whether it made sense. Repeatedly, they used their existing knowledge

to infer(that unfamiliar equdtion forms made sense.

A response bias can be discounted as participants rarely considered

incorrect equations as sensible. Only an average'of 13% of the first-graders
4

13

and 2% of second- and third-graders considered category 3 forms sensible. In

fact, nearly all the inappropriate responses occurred with 4 + 2 = 42 and

might be due to.unfamiliarity with wrltten two-digit numerals.

Especially interesti w e the definitions of the "equals" sign given

as well as thejustilicat ons_for_accepting_equaLity_statements. Three first-

graders defined "eqt,51s" -directly as the "same as," and nine (60%) used an

.16
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equal values jus fication'to explain why an equation made s nse. For example,

Jane respOnded to the question "Why is 13 = 7 + 6 correct?" b commenting;

"Because 7 + 6 is 13...io this is 13 and that's 13." After inquiries by the

experimenter, Jane answered that "=" meant "equals" and that "equals" meant

"the same." Seven (47%) of .the second-graders and five (33%) of the third-

graders indicated that "equals" meant the "same as," and 4 (27%) and 10 (67%),

respectively,, gave equal value justifications on at least one trial. Many

children, then, defined "equals" in relational terms, and a majority of the

sample used an equal values justification, which has been taken as one indica-

tion of a relational view of equals in older children.

Retiorial vs. Operator View

While there was considerable evidence of a relational view of "equals,'"

this view often seemed, to conflict with an operator concept. Most (44%) par-

ticipants were inconsistent in evaluating exposed, atypical equation forms

*
as sensible (see Table 2). Few children, however, seemed to have a view of

"equals" that tended to exclude a relational concept entirely, For example,

only 9% of the sample considered invalid more than one-half of the atypical

forms.

Insert Table 2 about here

The first-graders appeared to be the most consistent in judging exposed,

atypical forms as sensible, while the second-graders were the least so. The

difference between the first- and second-graders reached statistical signifi-

cance (R. = .035, Fisher Exact 2 x 2 when columns 1 and 2 vs. 3 and 4 of Table

2 are considered). The first - graders might have had an advantage over both.

the second-and third -graders in that all their formal math instruction has



been through the Wynroth curriculum. Eleven of the second-graders had a

traditiOnal math curriculum (Holt School Mathematics, 1974), which did not

emphasize a relational meaning.of the "equals" sign. For example,.in this

program children firstsee the equals" sign exclusively in"the context of

15

typical equation forms such as 3 + f = 4 (re: Units 3-12). Eleven of the third-

graders were exposed to this traditional math curriculum for the first two

years and four for one year.

The evidence from children's remarks ts consistent with the pattern

described above. Only four first-graders of eleven who made remarks (36%)

indicated an operator view of "equals" (e.g., "He wrote [13 = 7 + 6] back-
.

wards" or "[Equais] means to put another number that they would add up to").

However, two of these participants diti so in a unique context (8 = 8) arid,

otherwise, made remarks which suggested a Relational notion orequals." One

of these, for example, who was otherwise correct and who defime,d "equals"

as "the same as," concluded that 8 = 8 -was incorrect because there "were no

phises." The other, who iiras correct on 20 of 22 trials and gave an equal val-

ues justification, for three, also rejected 8 = 8 becaUse: ,'He forgot to write

8
something here [after the firSt 8]."

The pattern of results among the third-graders was similer4.including

a minority who seem to treat 8 = 8 as unique. Again, only two (13%) of the

third-graders exclusively defined "equals" as an operator symbol. Jean, for

example, noted that 13 = 7 + 6 should be the other way around, but they did

have pro1lems like that in school. Asked what meant, she responded:

"Equals....lt flans that's how much it is. [It does not mean anything else]

as far as .l know. That's how much it makes." Eight (53%) made remarks sug-

gesting both operator, and relational views of "equals." For example, Bill

rea11-1 at "13 equals th-e7sallie-as-7-+-6;-yah," indicated it was

18
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correct dnd that some of his math sheets had l'stuff like that." Asked if it

made sense as it was written, Bill replied, Hmhmm. Bece -e in our math pro-

gram,

.

gram, see, this doesn't mean equals, it's the same as...." Asked what it
,,

0
,means to say equals, :ie respOnded, "Like it adds up." Nevertheless, Bill,

who was otherwise consistently correct, argued that 8 = 8 did not make sense.

Likewise, Dan, who was otherwise consistently correct, defined equals as "the

same as," and provided an equal values explanation for 7 + 6 = 4 + 9, rejected

8 = 8: "It doesn't make sense. It already tells you the answer." It maybe

that ttiee two third-graders and the,two first-graders deScribed above believe -

the "equals"' slbn can stand for a relationship between,two statements, but that

one ofthe statements must involve arithmetic operation. In other words,

this error may represent an attempt by these children to assimilate the curri-r

-cilium's definition of'"equals" to their own operator view.

The remarks of the secondr graders reflected this group's more tenta-
_

tive grasppf a relational view. Four (27%) made remarks which were indica-

tive ofan operator view only, six (40%) of both views, four (27%) Aof,a

. relational view only, and one made no storable remarks. For example,

nine (60%? noted that 13 = 7 + 6 was written backwards. The following

transcript, of the interview with Dick illustrates the difficulty many of

the second-graders had in coming to terms with the,, two views of equals:

I: What does that say?

D: 13 [laughs] = 7 + 6.

I: Did Cookie Monster write that correctly -- like in math

class?

D: You're supposed to start with this [7 + 6].

r

I: Is it correct--does it make sense?

D: Yes, sometimes our teacher writes it backwards on the math

19
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worksheets.

I: Should we put it in the right or wrong pile?

0: Both

I: If we can only put it in one. Does this make sense--to say 13 =

7 + 6?

D: Nala:

I: Right or wrong Vie?

D: Correct.

Conclusions

17

In conclusion the Wynroth program seems fairly successful in cultivating

a relational concepeof "equals." For example, it promoted acceptance of the

sensibleness of atypical' forms --both taught and untaught-- 'as well as justi-

fications such as "equaivalues" well before the onset of adolescence- -the

transition pOint implied by some (e.g., Kieran 1980). Moreover, an inability

to accept a lack of closure did not deem to be an issue (cf. Collis 1974).

Most childrenconsidered sensible equations such as 7 +,6 = 4 + 9, 2 + 4 =

.3 x'2, 7 + 6 = 14 - 1; withouebttually seeing a written result '(sum). These

results, then, do not support the view that stage- or maturation-related

cognitive limitations prevedt the development of a relatilhal view of "equals."

They are consistent with the training studies (Anderson 1976; Denmark et al.

1976) whilh suggest that changing the nature of math instruction can prr.note

shich'a view of the "equals" srgp.

We disagree, therefore, with Kieran's,(1980) conclusion that the "name

fOr asiumber" approach advocated by the School Mathematics Study Group (SMSG)

is based on unwarranted psychological assumptions. The SMSG approach argues.

that.there are various names 'foe ka number--e.g., "7" is but one name for a

20
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number which can also-be named 6'+ i, 9 - 2, etc. Thus, children should be

. introduced to expressions such as,4 + 5 = 3+ 6, since 4 * 5 and 3 + 6 are

other names fo r the number also called "9." This approach is.intended to

help children de'velop a mathematically more accurate view of number and the

"equals ".sign (equivalent relationships). Kieran suggests that research indi-

cates that youiig children cannot assimilate a relational view of the, "equals"

.symbol and hence the SMSG approaCh is misguided. The results from, this study

suggest a less pessimistic conclusion.

While the Wynroth curriculum was fairly successful in promoting a re'la-

.

tional concept of "equals," this view often conflicted with or was subord;nate

to an operator view. Thus there was a cognitive bather to viewing "equals"

as a 'relational symbol. The first -grade teacher did note, for example that

problems in the form of 6 + 6 = seem to be the easiest for herchildren.

Problems in the form of 6 + 3 = 4,+ were hard, and problems such as =

6 + 6 were the hardest. We suspect that the cognitive fbctor militating

against a relational, view of the "equals" sign is the process of assimilation

rather than age-related cognitive or developmental factors. The operations

such as adding are familiar processes which make sense to the child even before

entering school (Gelman & 'Gallistel 1978; Ginsburg 1977). For instance, chil-.

dren are accustomed to putting together two sets and counting the total, but

relatively unaccustomed to separating a counted set and counting its compo-

*nents (Allardice 1981). It may be that when "equals" is introduced in school,

It is assimilated into the child's familiar procedures -;the operation of

adding by counting. Moreover, assimilation of the'bquals"sign to a child's

informal knowledge of arithmetic is often reinforced by the chOd's formal

inseruction. Teachers, math texts and math workbooks in scnooi, and parents,

siblings and TV at home may emphasize an operator rather than relational view

2 1
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r.
of"equals." -Indeed, one reviewer notedlgiat children's use of hand-held

calculators would promote'an operator view of equals: the arithmetic problem

- it punched in first and then the"equalgssign key is hit to produce the answer.

This may'help to explain why the first-graders, overall, appeared to

be more comfortable'with"equalt'as a relational symbol than the oldd children.

The formal instruction of this youngest group--from the beginning--emphasized

a relational view and minimized reinforcing an operator view. The earlier

(traditional) formal instruction of the older chirdren may have reinfo:ced

their informal basis for interpreting"equalg'as an operator symbol; Thus,

the youngest group--while nest completely free of an operato1- view because of
1 . .

. ,

their informal experiences--may have'had less cognitiVe resistance to learning

111

a (new) relational view of"equals!' The implication for educators is that

if 'a relational view of equals is desired, it may be easier to teach an appre-'

dilationtion of this view if it is taught from the beginning of'formal instruction.....

Moreover, _while .a teacher may not be able to.prevent assimilation of

the"equalg'sign.to a child:s informal knowledge'or prevent an operator view

from being reinforced outside the classrooni, a teacher can minimize reinforce-

ment of the operator view in the classroom--at least until the relational

view of"equald'is secure.' Therefore, it may be necessary to follow Wynroth's

example, or indeed, go to greater lengths than allowed by that curriculum.

As in the Wynroth curriculum, the'equalg'sign might be introduced to show

that the two sets have the same number. However, theequals"sign might initially

be used with objects rather than numbers (e.g., % = 4) )6 , etc.),

then with numerals and objects (e.g., :.= 3, = 4), then finally as in
.

.

the Wynroth program (e.g., 8 = 8, 6 0 7, etc.), A kindergarten teacher might
- .

spend the
a

first half of the year with this system before introducing the "equals"
____

sign with operations. ThiS would be a much more thorougi. introduction to

22
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.

A relational basis of "equals",than Wynroth nowproviees. If addition were

introduced during tkis familiarization phase; it could be done as Wynroth

suggests--putting the answer above the plus sigh.

Follow-up studies which track children'sfunderstandipg of equals as they

proceed through curricula such as the Wynroth program, which emphasize a

relational view, are needed to get/a better appreciation of the influence of

instruction of this impor.tant concept.

4
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Note

1. This work. was supported in par,t by a grant film the National
A
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policy, or endorsement of the National Instituti'of Education. We wish

to express.our thanks to principal Dr. David Jabkson and the eachers

of the Twelve Corners Elementary School in Brighton; whose cooperation

madethis study possible.
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Table 1: Siimmairy of the Subjects' Ratings of, Correctness for Tasks 1 and 2 Equality Sentences.

.

.

s

: 1st Grade 2nd Grade 3rd Grade

"Makes "Makes
Sense" Unsure no Sense"

.

"Makes "Makes
Sense" Unsure no Sense"

"Makes
Sense"

r

60% (9)

Unsure

-

"Makes

no Sense"

40%'( 6)
8 = 8 . 73% (11) - 27% (4) 47% (7) - 53% (8)

7 + 6 - 13 100% (45) 0% (0) 0% (0) 93% (14) 0% (0) . 7% (1) 93% (12) 0% (3) 7% a

13 = 7 + 6 732 (11) 202 (3) 72 (1) 13% (5) fa% i7)

/ -

20% (3)

40% (6)

90% (12)

100% (15)

20% (3)

-

0% (0)

0% (0) 'C------
ht 7 = 5 + 2
o

100% (15) -4 0% (0) 602 (9)
us

7 + 6 R 6 + 7
m

872 (13) 0% (0) 13% (2) 73% (11) 72 (I) 20% (3) 87% (13) 132 (2) 0% (0)
4
''4 + 3 a 3 + 4 872 (13) 13% (2) 73% (11) - /7% (4) , 93% (13) - 7% (1) N

7 + 6 a 4 + 9 732 (11) 132 (2) 13% (2) 602 (9) 208 (3) 20% (3) 932 (14) 0% (0) 7% (1)

6 + 4 .N2+ 5 , 100% (15) 0% (0) 73% (11) - 27% (C. 93% (14) -
7% (t)

7 + 6 . 6 + 6 + I (I) 734 (10 7% Cl)(1) 20% (3) 67$ (10) 20% (3) 13% (2) 73% (II) 132 (2) .132 (2)

4 6 + 3 - 4 + 4 + 1 (1)4 932 (14) - 72 (I) 67% (10) - 33% (5) 932 (14) - 7% (I)

2 - 4 u,3 x 2 (2) laa (6) - 602 (9) 602 (9) 02 (6) 932 (sb) - 7% (I)

7 + 6 . 14 - 1 73% (I)) 138 (2) 13% (2) 672 (10) 20% (3) 13% (2) 878 (13) 132 (2) 0% 0)

5 +.1 ' 7 1' 53% (8) -
-

47%.(7) 53k (8) . 47% (7) 93% (14) 7% (I) .

4
> 7 + 6 =1111m 111 lil 87% (13) 0% (0) 13% (2) 80% (12)

t

0% (0) 20% (3, 80% (12) 72 (1) 13% (2)0
Z.' 5 + 3 - 11111 111 47% (7) .

53% (8) 33% (5) - 67% (10) 40% (6) , I, 60% (9)

'' I+ 6 - x111 27% (4) 138 (2) 608 (9) 20% (3) 0% (0) 808 C 12) 73% (II) 72 Al) 20% (3)

3 + 2 - V 47% (7) 4
53% (8) '272 (4)

i.
732 (Ii) 472 (7)

i 53% (8)

7 + -6 a 6
...-,

72 (1) 0% (0) 932 (14) 08 (0) 0% (0) 100% (15) 0% (0) 0% (0) . 1008 (15)
2 + 2 *. 2 .

::1"

0% (0) ' 100% (15). 0% (0) - 100% (is) 7% (I) - 93% (14)as

2 7 + 6 . 0
m 02 (0) 7% (I) 93% (14)

_
0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (15) 08 (0) 02 (0) 100% (15)

...,

4 + 2 . 42 272 (4) - 73% (11) 72 (1) - 938 (14) 02 (0) - '100% (15)

(1) Only five first-graders had 'done worksheets involving this form; all but two second-graders had done worksheets involving this form.(2) . Onlyithree first-graders had done worksheets involving this form;
eight second graders had done Worksheets involving this form.



Table 2: Summary of Response Consistency by Grade In Judging
as Making Sense Exposed, Atypical Forms

Consistency

Completely Consis- Highly Consistent Inconsistent (Two Non-acceptance of
Grade tent (only one trial to One-half of the More than One-half

judged incorrectly) trials judged as of the trials
making no sense

Total

1st 33i (5) 33% (5) 27% (4) 7%(1) 100% (15)

2nd 27% (4) 0% (0) 53% (8) 20% (3) 100% (15)

3rd 47% (7) 0% (0) 53% (8) 0% (0) 100% (15)

Total 37% (16) 11.% (5) 44% (20) 9% (4) 100% (45)
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